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Campus perspective 

� Wellcome Genome Campus Connecting Science’s 
mission is to enable everyone to explore genomic science 
and its impact on research, health and society.

� We are at the interface of research and industry 
translating science into tangible societal benefits.

� We maximise the societal benefit of knowledge obtained 
from genome sequences. 

Research 
innovation 
learning and engagement 



Current perspective
�Deficit 

�Dialogue 

�Expert 



Historical perspective 
� Chronocentrism:“The belief that one’s own times are 

paramount.” Jib Fowles

� The author and academic Philip Seargeant is 
perhaps more pithy when he calls this “the 
narcissism of the present” 

� Also gets me of the hook. Long standing issues. No 
easy answers here!
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� Bodmer report 

� “Public understanding of science” 
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Deficits persist 



Dialogue: diffuse definitions
� Key aspects of dialogue; take lay views seriously. But 

how? 

� GM nation. 2003. Consensus forming? Too little too 
late? Just consensus forming…PR? 

� ‘Upstream’ engagement. How far do we let ‘the 
public’ set the agenda? What role for expertise. 



Dialogues lovely, but 
impractical? 



So…we need a space for scientific truth

Are you sure we can’t just tell people the facts? 

Well…perhaps. Popularisation is fine and valid. 
However, it is not good changing minds or engage 
broader audiences. This is because Science is also 
culture. 



The deficits don’t work
� More knowledge does not always lead to better 

attitudes.  

� Science is culture. 



Bourdieu and culture

What makes some culture seem dumb and some 
culture seem smart? 

"don't go and see superheroes hitting each other -
that's for children!” Stephen Fry





Science capital 







Funds of Knowledge



Simon Shaffer 2011 

The concept of "funds of knowledge" is based on a simple premise: people are 
competent and have knowledge, and their life experiences have given them 
that knowledge.

Gonzalez, Moll and Amanti (2005)



Hybrid Space/Third Space



Summary
� If you want to chance people’s mind, deficits don’t 

work.

� Science is culture.

� Hybridity/Third space. Potential way of 
operationalising dialogue model 
� If you want to be heard, you have to listen. 

� Tension is an opportunity 
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Questions?


